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ABSTRACT
Recently, there has been significant interest in advancing machine compre-
hension of text through question answering. Motivated by the idea that ma-
chine comprehension should be bidirectional, we explore synonymous ques-
tion generation from knowledge graphs (KGs) to enable machines to learn
how to ask semantically equivalent natural language questions with lexical
and syntactical variety from KGs. To the best of our knowledge, this problem
has not yet been explored in the literature. We propose explicitly modeling
variations in natural language questions associated with KG triples through
a conditional variational autoencoder-based model, the Template VAE (T-
VAE). Evaluating the generated questions via the Fréchet InferSent Distance
(FID) and the Multiset-Jaccard-k-gram (MS-Jaccard-k) Measure, two joint
diversity-quality metrics, demonstrates that the proposed model is able to
produce fluent questions that accurately capture variations in questions as-
sociated with KG triples. Depending on test conditions, the T-VAE achieves
a 15-21% improvement in MS-Jaccard-4 score and a 29-47% improvement in
FID score relative to baseline methods.
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Enabling machines to comprehend open-domain text has been a key goal
of natural language processing research. Recently, due to the availability
of large datasets for open-domain question answering with automatically
evaluable cloze-style, multiple choice, and span extraction answers, there
has been significant interest in advancing machine comprehension of text
through question answering (QA). In contrast, few recent papers have ex-
plored question generation (QG), a task where natural language questions
are generated based on a set of texts, a knowledge graph, or other such input
context. While some authors have focused on applying QG in education for
automated assessment of learning, most current work on QG has viewed QG
as a complementary task of QA and has focused on applying QG towards
enhancing QA either by using QG methods to generate additional training
data for QA algorithms, or by integrating QG into QA models as an auxiliary
task to be trained in concert with QA.
We motivate QG from a different perspective by considering learning to
utilize questions actively to retrieve information. Consider a natural language
assistance system where the system needs information from a user about some
topic of interest in order to assist the user. In effect, the machine is querying
a knowledge graph accessible only to the user via natural language. As some
types of information, such as information with short lifetimes, may need to be
retrieved repetitively, to ensure that users will perceive the assistance system
as intelligent and reliable, and to allow for natural and engaging conversation,
questions posed by the system should be both relevant to the topic and not
repetitive in phrasing. These requirements imply that the system should be
capable of asking the same question in multiple ways, i.e. the system should
be able to generate multiple semantically equivalent questions with different
phrasing.
Hence, in this thesis, we consider synonymous question generation from
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KGs. While previous work has explored QG from text, QG from KGs and
diverse QG from text, to the best of our knowledge, we are the first to ex-
plore synonymous QG from KGs. Whereas diverse QG aims to generate all
possible semantically distinct questions from a given input context and is
focused on what to ask, synonymous QG is concerned with how to ask and
aims to generate semantically equivalent questions with lexical and syntac-
tical variety. Following the motivating example, we define a question to be
any natural language utterance that may be interpreted as a request for in-
formation and whose answer is the input context, and do not focus solely on
generating yes-no questions or wh- questions.
QG is challenging due to the need to seamlessly combine significant rephras-
ing and reordering of the input context together with generation of text not
found in the input context while ensuring generated questions remain on
topic, coherent, and idiomatic. These requirements introduce complex long-
distance dependencies and necessitate abstraction of the input context, creat-
ing difficulties exacerbated by the discrete nature and non-compositionality of
natural language [1]. Synonymous QG from KGs compounds the challenges
above by additionally requiring modeling of both lexical and syntactical vari-
ations found in natural language questions while simultaneously determining
which variations result in semantically equivalent and plausible questions for
a given input context while dealing with the sparsity of KG triples and entity
mentions in questions, and hence necessitates that synonymous QG methods
furthermore understand relations implied by the input context and have some
common-sense knowledge about the world in order to disentangle lexical and
syntactical variations of natural language questions from semantic variations
found in natural language questions and generalize beyond training data.
To resolve the aforementioned issues, we propose learning a conditional
variational autoencoder-based model, the Template VAE (T-VAE), for
question templates by assuming that it is possible to disentangle language
variations into independent variations in content and style. In contrast to
previous rule-based and learning-based approaches that have considered QG
as defining/learning a function to transform input contexts into questions,
our approach models QG as a generative process.
Furthermore, the T-VAE’s loss function consists of two terms, a reconstruc-
tion loss and a KL-divergence loss, which can interpreted as being concerned
with the quality and the diversity of generated questions respectively. By
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explicitly regularizing question diversity as part of the objective function
and modeling templates instead of questions, the T-VAE avoids modeling
irrelevant variations in how questions are phrased and is able to disentangle
lexical and syntactical variations found in natural language questions associ-
ated with KG triples from semantic variations of natural language questions
associated with KG triples.
Evaluating the generated questions using the Fréchet InferSent Distance
(FID) [2] and the Multiset-Jaccard-k-gram (MS-Jaccard-k) Measure [3], two
recently proposed joint diversity-quality metrics, demonstrates that the pro-
posed model is able to produce fluent questions that accurately capture vari-
ations in questions associated with KG triples. In particular, depending on
test conditions, the T-VAE achieves a 15-21% improvement in MS-Jaccard-4





As input contexts often contain multiple topics and/or extraneous informa-
tion, QG methods are typically structured as two subtasks, topic selection
and language generation. Whereas as the former task is concerned with the
topic of generated questions, the latter task is concerned with verbalizing
generated questions. Hence, QG methods are commonly constructed as an
encoding step, which performs topic selection, followed by a decoding step,
which focuses on language generation. The encoding step extracts relevant
information from the input context into an intermediate representation (IR),
which the decoding step subsequently transforms to generate questions.
There are two main approaches to QG. Rule-based methods use manu-
ally engineered transformations for both steps, while learning-based meth-
ods learn part or all of the encoding step and/or the decoding step from
data. While rule-based methods commonly treat both steps independently,
learning-based methods inspired by the Sequence-to-Sequence (seq2seq)
paradigm [4] learn both steps jointly end-to-end by modeling each step using
recurrent neural networks (RNNs).
2.2 QG from Text
Earlier QG methods focused on QG from text and were rule-based. These
methods treated the encoding step and the decoding step independently and
utilized discrete intermediate representations based on syntax [5–9] or se-
mantics [10–13]. These methods would first convert the input context into
some discrete intermediate representation via parsing, then manipulate the
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generated intermediate representation via manually-engineered rules before
verbalizing the modified intermediate representation, or use paired interme-
diate representation-question templates to generate questions directly.
In contrast, more recent methods for QG from text are learning-based
and take advantage of advances in deep neural networks and the availabil-
ity of large datasets to learn both the encoding step and the decoding step
end-to-end. Such methods are typically based on the Sequence-to-Sequence
(seq2seq) paradigm [4] and implement both the encoding and decoding steps
using either text convolutional neural networks (CNNs) or text recurrent neu-
ral networks (RNNs) [14–17]. These methods first convert the input context
into a vector-based continuous intermediate representation via an encoder
neural network, then use a decoder neural network to generate questions
from the intermediate representation.
2.3 QG from KGs
More closely related to our work are methods that generate questions from
KG triples. Whereas the methods above generate questions from input con-
texts of single sentences or short passages, it is also possible to generate
questions directly from input contexts consisting of structured data. As
structured data can typically be straightforwardly interpreted as a type of
intermediate representation, QG algorithms for such input contexts only need
to be concerned with the decoding step.
[18] generated questions from one or more triples by defining relation-
specific subgraph templates. [19] used a SPARQL query as a structured in-
termediate representation to enable difficulty-controlled QG. [20] utilized an
recurrent neural network (RNN) with attention [21] to learn to decode ques-
tions directly from individual triples. [22] demonstrated an RNN with atten-
tion that generates questions from keywords related to individual triples. [23]
considered zero-shot learning using an RNN with attention over both the
input triple and additional textual contexts. [24] proposed a neural network-
based model to generate questions from subgraphs of a KG rather than single
triples.
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2.4 QG from Images
Another line of work has considered generating questions from images. These
learning-based methods are based on the seq2seq paradigm and typically
implement the encoding and decoding steps using image CNNs and text
RNNs respectively [25].
2.5 Diverse QG from Text
The algorithms mentioned above have aimed at generating the optimal ques-
tion for a particular input context. More recently, other papers have focused
on explicitly modeling question diversity. While rule-based approaches for
diverse QG from text have been based on semantics [26] and (sub)topic cover-
age [27], learning-based approaches for diverse QG from text have been based
on combining the seq2seq paradigm with generative modeling and have used
either a variational encoder-decoder (VED) model with variational atten-
tion [28] or a VED model augmented with adversarial training [29].
While both our method and the method of [26] generate questions from
structured data, our method utilizes input contexts of KG triples, which
differ from the input contexts used by the method of [26]. Moreover, our
method is data-driven and is learned end-to-end, whereas the method of
[26] verbalizes a set of manually defined logical forms to generate questions.
Unlike the methods of [27–29] which generate questions from input contexts
of unstructured text, our proposed method generates questions from input
contexts of structured data, namely KG triples.
2.6 Synonymous QG from KGs (This Work)
In comparison to QG methods based on the seq2seq paradigm, which are
encoder-decoder methods, the T-VAE is an autoencoder-based method. Hence,
unlike the encoder RNN and decoder RNN of QG methods based on the
seq2seq paradigm which respectively perform the encoding step and the de-
coding step of such methods, the encoder RNN of the T-VAE is an auxiliary
model to aid learning of the decoder RNN, while the decoder RNN of the
T-VAE performs both the encoding step and the decoding step.
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In contrast to methods for QG and diverse QG from text, the T-VAE
follows the approach used by previous methods for QG from KGs [20] and
generates question templates rather than complete questions in order to deal
with the sparsity of KG triples and entity mentions.
2.7 Diverse Dialogue Generation
Additionally, there has also been efforts at making conversational response
generation more diverse. Some of these methods include diverse beam search
[30, 31], maximizing mutual information [32], a modified cross-entropy loss
[33], variational autoencoders [34,35], generative adversarial networks [36,37]
and determinantal point processes [38].
The methods of [30,31,33,38] modify beam search and/or the loss function
in order to generate diverse responses by exploiting the variations in natu-
ral language learned by a model not explicitly trained to generate diverse
responses. Unlike these methods, our method explicitly models variations in
natural language via a generative process. We note that as these methods are
generally applicable to any model with a RNN-based decoder, these meth-
ods are orthogonal to our method. In contrast, the methods of [32, 34–37],
while also generally concerned with explicitly modeling variations in natural
language in order to generate diverse and fluent output, are concerned with
generating responses in the context of conversations rather than QG, and
cannot be applied to QG from KG triples as they are unable to utilize input





A KG is a directed graph representing multi-relational data where the vertices
of the graph represent entities and the edges of the graph represent relations
between entities. A KG triple T = (Esubj, R,Eobj) is a tuple consisting of a
subject entity Esubj, a relation R, and an object entity Eobj, and represents
the presence of an instance of relation R between the subject entity Esubj
and the object entity Eobj. Hence, a KG can be equivalently represented as
a set of triples.
3.2 Variational Autoencoder
Introduced by [39], the variational autoencoder (VAE) is a latent variable
generative model that can also be viewed as a regularized autoencoder which
enforces a prior distribution over its latent variables. Let x be an observa-
tion generated from a latent variable z via a generative process pθ (x, z) =
pθ (z) pθ (x | z), where θ is the parameter of the generative process. The
VAE first encodes x to estimate z via a recognition model qφ (z | x) with
parameters φ that approximates pθ (z | x), then decodes the estimated z to
reconstruct x via pθ (x | z). Given D, a dataset of observations generated
from pθ (x, z), we can thus learn a generative model for the observations by
maximizing the variational lower bound on the likelihood of D, which is
8









[log pθ (x | z)]
−KL (qφ (z | x) ‖ pθ (z)) (3.1)
since





[log pθ (x | z)]
−KL (qφ (z | x) ‖ pθ (z)) (3.2)
Recasting the problem as minimization, the VAE loss is then





[log pθ (x | z)]
+KL (qφ (z | x) ‖ pθ (z)) (3.3)
Analogous to that of autoencoders, the first term of the VAE loss, the re-
construction loss, is the expected negative log-likelihood of the data, whereas
the second term of the VAE loss, the KL-divergence loss, is the KL-divergence
between the prior of z and the posterior of z. The KL-divergence loss ensures
that the VAE is able to decode samples from anywhere in the latent space
with sufficient probability under the prior, as the VAE learns to associate
observations with continuous regions in the latent space rather than disjoint
points in the latent space.
[39] proposed parameterizing pθ (x | z) and qφ (z | x) via neural networks.
To enable backpropagation of gradients into φ via the reparameterization
trick, pθ (z) is typically chosen to be from a location-scale distribution family.
A common choice is the family of Gaussian distributions parameterized by
mean and variance, as this choice also enables the KL-divergence loss term
in the variational lower bound to be written in a closed form.
[40] extends the VAE to model language by parameterizing pθ (x | z) and
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qφ (z | x) with LSTMs. This work shows that naively training such a model
results in the model ignoring the latent variable z and acting as a language
model, and proposes applying token-level dropout to the input of the decoder
and multiplying the KL-divergence loss term by a weight, which is then




4.1 Overview and Problem Definition
As mentioned earlier in the introduction, we define a question to be any nat-
ural language utterance that may be interpreted as a request for information
and whose answer is the input context. Hence, as we wish to generate ques-
tions from knowledge graphs, we define input contexts here to be knowledge
graph triples. Since triples consist of a subject entity, a relation, and an ob-
ject entity, we will additionally require that generated questions be concerned
with the subject entities and the relations of the triples from which they were
generated to ensure consistency with the requirement that the answer of a
generated question be its input context.
Suppose we have a finite vocabulary of natural language tokens W and a
KG G = (V , E), where the vertices of G, V , represent the entities present in
G, and the directed edges of G, E , represent the relations present in G. Then,
let a KG triple T ∈ T be defined as a tuple consisting of a subject entity, a
relation, and an object entity, i.e. T = (Esubj, R,Eobj), where Esubj, Eobj ∈ V ,
R ∈ E , and T is the set of all triples constructible from V and E , and let
a question Q ∈ Q be defined as a sequence of tokens from W , i.e. Q =
(Wi ∈ W)
NQ
i=1, where Q is the set of all questions constructible from W and
NQ ∈ N is the length of Q. As a KG may also be represented as a set of
triples, let TG ⊆ T be the set of triples representation of G.
Generating a diverse set of questions associated with any triple in T ne-
cessitates determining both which questions and what lexical and syntactical
variations are acceptable for a given triple. However, as enumerating all pos-
sible lexical and syntactical variations for questions plausibly associated with
a triple is infeasible, we instead propose to learn which lexical and syntactical
variations are plausible for the questions associated with any particular triple
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in a given knowledge graph. To enable effective modeling via gradient-based
optimization, we decompose lexical and syntactical variations into variations
in content and style, and model generating a question from a triple as sam-
pling from a generative process described via a probabilistic graphical model
with latent continuous random variables that represent content and style.
Our objective is then to learn the parameters of the aforementioned prob-
abilistic graphical model. In this thesis, we consider learning a probability
distribution of questions over TG under a supervised setting by modifying the
learning procedure of the variational autoencoder (VAE) [39]. Hence, let Dp
be a dataset of paired question-triples, i.e. Dp = {(Qi ∈ Q, Ti ∈ T ) : i ∈ N}.
Since triples consist of a subject entity, a relation, and an object entity, we
will require that generated questions be concerned with the subject entities
and the relations of the triples from which they were generated and that the
answers to generated questions be the object entities of the triples from which
the questions were generated to ensure consistency with the requirement that














Figure 4.1: Model Architecture Comparison. Solid arrows denote pθ, while
dotted arrows denote qφ. Q ∈ Q is a question, while Q̂ ∈ Q̂ is a template. t
and z are latent variables that represent the content and the style of a
question respectively.
As described in [39], the generative model assumed by the VAE generates
samples conditioned on a single latent variable. Hence, one possible genera-
tive model would be as shown in Figure 4.1a. However, as there is only one
latent variable, the generative model shown in Figure 4.1a does not enforce
our assumption that it is possible to disentangle language variations into
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independent variations in content and style.
We therefore model QG as sampling from a distribution of questions condi-
tioned on two independent latent variables t and z that represent the content
and the style of a question respectively. One option, the Question VAE
(Q-VAE), is to learn a conditional VAE [41] that encodes and decodes ques-
tions, as shown in Figure 4.1b. As depicted in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3
respectively, training and inference with the Q-VAE are similar to training
and inference with the VAE as described in Section 3.2 except that the de-
coder is conditioned on the triple of a given question-triple pair. A detailed
























𝜇 = 𝟎, σ2 = 𝐈
Question
𝑄𝑖
Figure 4.3: Inference using the Question VAE (Q-VAE)
However, in practice, the Q-VAE tends to generate incorrect entity men-
tions due to the sparsity of KG triples and entity mentions in questions.
Hence, to deal with the sparsity of KG triples and entity mentions in ques-
tions, we instead learn an autoencoder for question templates, as shown in
Figure 4.1c. As t is always observed as we are learning under a supervised
setting, we propose modeling QG using a conditional VAE that encodes and
decodes templates, the Template VAE (T-VAE). As depicted in Figure 4.5
and Figure 4.6 respectively, training and inference with the T-VAE are sim-





































































































































































































































































































































































































decoder RNNs encode and decode question templates rather than questions.











































Figure 4.6: Inference using the Template VAE (T-VAE)
4.2 Modeling Knowledge Graph Triples
To ensure generalization despite the sparsity of KGs, representations for
triples should generalize beyond only triples in Dp to all triples in TG. To
do this, we represent entities and relations via learned vector space embed-
dings, and represent triples by the concatenation of the embeddings of the
subject entity, relation, and object entity for a given triple. Given a triple
T = (Esubj, R,Eobj) ∈ T , let esubj ∈ {0, 1}|V|, r ∈ {0, 1}|E|, and eobj ∈ {0, 1}|V|
be one-hot vectors for the subject entity, relation, and object entity of T re-
spectively, and let MV ∈ RdV×|V| and ME ∈ RdE×|E| be the embedding matrix
for entities and relations respectively, where dV is the dimensionality of an
entity embedding vector and dE is the dimensionality of a relation embed-
ding vector. The embeddings of Esubj, R, and Eobj are thus MVesubj ∈ RdV ,
MEr ∈ RdE , and MVeobj ∈ RdV respectively, and the embedding of T is






























































































































































































































































































































































































In this thesis, we use SimpleQuestions [42] as Dp and Freebase5M, a subset
of Freebase provided together with SimpleQuestions, as G. To create Simple-
Questions, [42] tasked annotators to generate questions from Freebase triples.
Examining the dataset, we note that entity mentions in the questions of the
SimpleQuestions dataset are sparse. Compounding this issue, annotators of-
ten utilized simplified or alternate entity names not present in Freebase. To
ensure that the model properly generalizes at test time, we combine subword
embeddings together with placeholders.
We add a subject entity placeholder token <SUBJ> toW and replace all sub-
ject entity mentions in the questions of Dp with <SUBJ> using a set of heuris-
tics based on matching the longest common subsequence between known
entity names in Freebase and the questions of Dp. As the answers to the
questions of the SimpleQuestion dataset are the object entities of the triples
from which the questions were generated, object entities are rarely mentioned
and hence object entity placeholders are not used. Defining Q̂ to be the set
of all templates constructible from Ŵ = W ∪ <SUBJ>, the aforementioned
process results in a dataset which consists of paired question template-triples
D̂p =
{(
Q̂i ∈ Q̂, Ti ∈ T
)
: i ∈ N
}
.
Let MŴ ∈ R
dŴ×|Ŵ| be the word embedding matrix, where dŴ is the di-
mension of a word embedding vector. For any W ∈ Ŵ , let w ∈ {0, 1}|Ŵ| be
its one-hot representation, and let MŴw ∈ RdŴ be the word embedding vec-





∈ Q̂, the embedding
of Q̂ is thus
˜̂
Q = [MŴw1; ...;MŴwNQ̂ ] ∈ R
dŴ×NQ̂ .
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4.4 Variational Lower Bound and Loss Function
Assuming that all observations in D̂p are independently and identically dis-


























z | Q̂i, Ti
)
‖ pθ (z | Ti)
)
(4.1)
We assume Ti is a function of Q̂i so that the recognition model qφ
(
z | Q̂i, Ti
)
depends only on Q̂i, i.e. qφ
(








, where α is some
function of Q̂i.
To prevent the decoder from ignoring the latent variable z, following [40],
we use KL annealing. Let λ ∈ [0, 1] be a hyperparameter which is annealed
from 0 to 1 as training progresses. Recasting the problem as minimization,
the T-VAE loss is then
LT−V AE
(




















‖ pθ (z | Ti)
)
(4.2)
4.5 Latent Variable Prior
Following standard practice, we choose pθ (z | Ti) to be an Ez-dimensional
standard Gaussian distribution.
4.6 Encoder

































where Zµ, Zσ2 ∈ REz×Eh .
4.7 Decoder
We propose a decoder RNN based on the 30MQA model proposed by [20]
for parameterizing pθ
(
Q̂i | z, Ti
)
. The decoder RNN attends to both T̃i and
samples from the latent variable z and is initialized from samples of the
latent variable z. In contrast, 30MQA is initialized from triples and attends
to triples.
Operation of the decoder RNN proceeds by first initializing the cell hidden
state h0. h0 is derived by projecting the Ez-dimensional samples of z as
estimated by the encoder, ẑ, into Eh-dimensional vectors, i.e. h0 = Zproj ẑ,
where Zproj ∈ REh×Ez .
Subsequently, for each time step n ∈
{
1, ..., NQ̂i − 1
}
, firstly, the cell triple
attention, cT̃i (hn−1), is calculated according to the following equation, where







Secondly, the cell latent attention, cẑ (hn−1), is calculated according to the
following equation, where Aẑ ∈ R1×(Ez+Eh).
cẑ (hn−1) = σ(tanh(Aẑ[ẑ;hn−1]))ẑ (4.5)
Thirdly, the cell hidden state, hn, is updated according to the following
equations, where Yr, Yu, Y ∈ REh×dŴ , Cr, Cu, C ∈ REh×(2×dV+dE), Lr, Lu, L ∈
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REh×Ez , and Ur, Uu, U ∈ REh×Eh , and βr, βu, and β are as defined in Table
4.1.
grn = σ (YrMŴwn−1 + βr + Urhn−1) (4.6)
gun = σ (YuMŴwn−1 + βu + Uuhn−1) (4.7)
h̃ = tanh (YMŴwn−1 + β




n ◦ hn−1 + (1− gun) ◦ h̃ (4.9)




βr βu β γ
Baseline CrcT̃i (hn−1) CucT̃i (hn−1) CcT̃i (hn−1) VcT̃i
cT̃i (hn−1)
A CrcT̃i (hn−1) CucT̃i (hn−1) CcT̃i (hn−1) VcT̃i
cT̃i (hn−1)



















Fourthly, the cell output, on, is updated according to the following equa-
tion, where Vh ∈ REh×Eh , Vw ∈ REh×dŴ , VcT̃i ∈ R
Eh×(2×dV+dE), Vcẑ ∈ REh×Ez
and Vo ∈ RdŴ×Eh , and γ is as defined in Table 4.1.
on = Vo tanh (Vhhn + VwMŴwn−1 + γ) (4.10)
Finally, output word probabilities are computed by applying the softmax










During training, models were decoded using greedy decoding with τ = 1.0.
During testing, we experimented with decoding models using both greedy
decoding and softmax sampling with different values of τ .
Following [20], we trained our models using Adam [43] with a learning
rate of 0.0025 and clipped any gradients with magnitude greater than 0.1.
Training was stopped when the loss on the validation set stopped decreasing.
Data was split into training, validation, and test sets using the default splits
provided with SimpleQuestions.
We trained 300-dimensional embedding vectors for entities and relations
using TransE [44] using the implementation from [45] and utilized multi-
lingual pre-trained Byte-Pair Embeddings [46] with 100,000 tokens and 300-
dimensional embedding vectors. We did not fine-tune any embedding vectors
except the embedding vector for the subject entity placeholder token. Subse-
quently, we fixed Ez = 16 and Eh = 900 based on the results of preliminary
experiments.
5.2 Methodology
We consider two baseline methods, both based on the 30MQA model pro-
posed by [20], a state-of-the-art method for supervised QG from KG triples
on the SimpleQuestions dataset. Due to differences in problem setting, we
do not compare our method to that of [22], [23], and [24]. More specifi-
cally, both [22] and [24] generate questions from KG subgraphs while our
method and that of [20] generate questions from individual KG triples, and
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whereas [23] focuses on zero-shot learning of QG from KG triples, neither our
method nor that of [20] consider zero-shot learning of QG from KG triples.
The first baseline method follows the method described by [20] and applies
greedy decoding to the 30MQA model to generate questions. However, as
RNN-based language generation models output a distribution over tokens,
there is inherent diversity in the probability distribution learned by such a
model. To examine the inherent diversity of the distribution over tokens
learned by 30MQA, the second baseline method decodes questions from the
30MQA model using softmax sampling.
To validate our model architectural choices, we perform an ablative study
by experimenting with both training the T-VAE on paired question-triples
Dp instead of paired question template-triples D̂p, i.e. the Question Autoen-
coder (Q-VAE), as well as three additional decoder RNN variants described
in Table 5.1 with different attention mechanism designs and initialization
choices as compared to the decoder RNN described in Section 4.7. As mod-
ifying the softmax temperature τ adjusts how softmax sampling trades off
between quality and diversity, we also experiment with different values of
τ ∈ {0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 1.0}.
Table 5.1: Template Decoder RNN Variants Tested
Name Decoder Attention Decoder Init.
Baseline Single Head, Triple Triple
A Single Head, Triple Latent
B Single Head, Latent Triple
C Dual Head, Triple and Latent Latent
D Dual Head, Triple and Latent Triple
Operation of the decoder RNN variants is similar to that described in
Section 4.7, except that in Model B and Model D, following 30MQA, we set
Eh = 2 × dV + dE and h0 = T̃i, while Model A derives h0 using the same
method as described in Section 4.7.
Diverse question generation necessitates that generated questions should
be both diverse and of high quality. We evaluate our models using the Fréchet
InferSent Distance (FID) [2] and the Multiset-Jaccard-k-gram (MS-Jaccard-
k) Measure [3], which are two recently proposed joint measures of diversity
and quality for text generation. The FID is a feature distance metric that
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computes the Wasserstein-2 distance between the InferSent [47] features of
generated questions and the InferSent features of questions found in Dp,
while the MS-Jaccard-k Measure applies the Jaccard Measure to quantify the
similarity of the n-gram frequency distribution of generated questions to the
n-gram frequency distribution of questions fromDp. We additionally evaluate
our models using several commonly used natural language generation metrics
as implemented by [48] to ensure that generated questions are of high quality.
As multiple hypotheses are generated for each test triple, we report both
maximum (oracle) and mean scores following [30].
5.3 Results
The results shown in Figures 5.1 to 5.40 demonstrate that the T-VAE outper-
forms baseline methods for every value of τ tested. While applying softmax
sampling to the baseline model results in samples with some lexical diver-
sity, the samples shown in Table 5.2 demonstrate that questions generated
by the T-VAE exhibit not only increased lexical diversity as compared to
that of the baseline model with softmax sampling, but also significant syn-
tactical diversity. Because the Q-VAE generates grammatical questions with
incorrect entity mentions, the Q-VAE performs significantly worse on both
metrics as compared to both baselines and the T-VAE. We hypothesize that
this is due to the sparsity of entity mentions in SimpleQuestions as discussed
previously.
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5.3.1 Joint Diversity-Quality Metrics
Fréchet InferSent Distance
Figure 5.1: Fréchet InferSent Distance Comparison
Figure 5.2: Fréchet InferSent Distance Percentage Change Comparison
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Multiset-Jaccard-k-gram (MS-Jaccard-k) Measure
Figure 5.3: MS-Jaccard-1 Measure Comparison
Figure 5.4: MS-Jaccard-1 Measure Percentage Change Comparison
Figure 5.5: MS-Jaccard-2 Measure Comparison
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Figure 5.6: MS-Jaccard-2 Measure Percentage Change Comparison
Figure 5.7: MS-Jaccard-3 Measure Comparison
Figure 5.8: MS-Jaccard-3 Measure Percentage Change Comparison
Figure 5.9: MS-Jaccard-4 Measure Comparison
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Figure 5.11: Mean BLEU-1 Score Comparison
Figure 5.12: Mean BLEU-1 Score Percentage Change Comparison
Figure 5.13: Mean BLEU-2 Score Comparison
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Figure 5.14: Mean BLEU-2 Score Percentage Change Comparison
Figure 5.15: Mean BLEU-3 Score Comparison
Figure 5.16: Mean BLEU-3 Score Percentage Change Comparison
Figure 5.17: Mean BLEU-4 Score Comparison
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Figure 5.18: Mean BLEU-4 Score Percentage Change Comparison
Figure 5.19: Max BLEU-4 Score Comparison
Figure 5.20: Max BLEU-4 Score Percentage Change Comparison
Figure 5.21: Mean CIDEr Score Comparison
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Figure 5.22: Mean CIDEr Score Percentage Change Comparison
Figure 5.23: Mean METEOR Score Comparison
Figure 5.24: Mean METEOR Score Percentage Change Comparison
Figure 5.25: Max METEOR Score Comparison
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Figure 5.26: Max METEOR Score Percentage Change Comparison
Figure 5.27: Mean ROUGE-L Score Comparison
Figure 5.28: Mean ROUGE-L Score Percentage Change Comparison
Figure 5.29: Max ROUGE-L Score Comparison
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Figure 5.30: Max ROUGE-L Score Percentage Change Comparison
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Embedding-based Metrics
Figure 5.31: Mean Embedding Average Cosine Similarity Comparison
Figure 5.32: Mean Embedding Average Cosine Similarity Percentage
Change Comparison
Figure 5.33: Mean Greedy Matching Score Comparison
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Figure 5.34: Mean Greedy Matching Score Percentage Change Comparison
Figure 5.35: Max Greedy Matching Score Comparison
Figure 5.36: Max Greedy Matching Score Percentage Change Comparison
Figure 5.37: Mean SkipThoughts Cosine Similarity Comparison
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Figure 5.38: Mean SkipThoughts Cosine Similarity Percentage Change
Comparison
Figure 5.39: Mean Vector Extrema Cosine Similarity Comparison
Figure 5.40: Mean Vector Extrema Cosine Similarity Percentage Change
Comparison
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Table 5.2: Sample Generated Questions
Subject Esubj Relation R Object Eobj
The Nature of Things with David Suzuki Languages English
Model Decoding τ Samples
Method
Human - - which language is the nature of things
in?
Baseline Greedy τ = 1.0 what language is the nature of things
film the nature of things?
Baseline Sampling τ = 1.0 what is the language spoken in the na-
ture of things?
which language is in thethe nature of
things film the nature of things
what language is thethe nature of
thingsn opera program the nature of
things
what language is spoken on clithe na-
ture of things?




Sampling τ = 1.0 what is the language used for the tv
program the nature of things
which language is primarily spoken in
the nature of things
what language is spoken in the nature
of things?
what language is the nature of things
in?
what language is featured in the tv
show the nature of things
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Table 5.2 Continued: Sample Generated Questions
Subject Esubj Relation R Object Eobj
Lee Ho-Jin Position(s) Defender
Model Decoding τ Samples
Method
Human - - which position in football did lee ho-jin
play
Baseline Greedy τ = 1.0 what position does lee ho-jin play
Baseline Sampling τ = 1.0 what football position does lee ho-jin
play
what position is ard char ever playing?
what position does lee ho-jin play in
football
what position does player played
played




Sampling τ = 1.0 which football position does lee ho-jin
play?
what position does lee ho-jin play
what position does footballer lee ho-jin
play
what is lee ho-jins position in soccer
what position does lee ho-jin play?
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Table 5.2 Continued: Sample Generated Questions
Subject Esubj Relation R Object Eobj
The Safest Way Genre Short Film
Model Decoding τ Samples
Method
Human - - what type of movie is the safest way
Baseline Greedy τ = 1.0 what type of film is the safest way?
Baseline Sampling τ = 1.0 what type of film is the safest way?
what type of film is the safest way?
what kind of film is the safest way?
what kind of film is the safest way?




Sampling τ = 1.0 what genre is the film the safest way
considered to be?
what kind of film is the safest way?
what is the genre of the film the safest
way?
what type of film is the safest way?




In this thesis, we explored generating diverse questions from knowledge graphs
to enable machines to learn how to ask by explicitly modeling variations in
natural language questions associated with knowledge graph triples through
a conditional variational autoencoder-based model, the Template VAE (T-
VAE). We evaluated the proposed model via joint diversity-quality metrics
and the results demonstrate that the proposed model is able to substantially
improve upon baseline models in generating fluent questions that accurately
capture variations in questions associated with knowledge graph triples.
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